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SYNOPSIS

The synopsis being put forward is based on my research work that develops fast algorithms for
computing Odd Discrete Cosine Transform (ODCT-II) and Odd Discrete Sine Transform
(ODST-II) coefficient of a running data sequence.

Introduction: The DCT transform has been extensively used in various digital image coding
schemes and image compression standards. These transforms provide performance comparable
to that of ideal Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) [1] with the advantage of lower computational
complexity. This is the main reason for popularity of these transforms. Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and Discrete Sine Transform (DST) of Type I–IV form a group known as
Even DCT/DST [EDCT/EDST] [1-3]. For store-and-forward applications, DCT coefficients are
computed for a chosen input data matrix, which is normally a group of 4X4 or 8X8 pixels. In
high speed real time processing, direct computation of so many pixels in a group would cause
too much computational overhead and may take unacceptably high computation time. In
practice, a real time data sequence is sampled using a window function and then, the desired
transform coefficient of a limited number of pixels is computed [4-9]. The window function is
shifted in time and the transform coefficient of updated sequence is computed as and when the
new input data is available. This substantially reduces the computational complexity.
Another group of transforms, namely, DCT/DST V–VIII are called “Odd” DCT/DST
[ODCT/ODST] [10]. Recently ODCT/ODST transforms have been used in applications such as
ISO/IEC/ITU-T high efficiency video coding (HEVC) standards [11-14]. ODCT-II/ODST-II
transform are also used for intra-coding in the HEVC standards [14]. Despite our exhaustive
search, we have come across only one paper in the last decade giving ‘Simultaneous Update
Algorithm’ for ODCT-II/ODST-II coefficients computation [15]. We have proposed fast
‘Independent Updating Algorithm’ for ODCT-II/ODST-II coefficients’ computation for real time
data sequence sampled using rectangular and split-triangular window functions. By independent
updating, we mean ODCT-II (ODST-II) coefficient computation of updated data does not require
ODST-II (ODCT-II) respectively. The proposed algorithm takes lesser time to compute ODCTSynopsis-1

II/ODST-II coefficients of windowed data as compared to that taken by earlier proposed
Simultaneous Update Algorithm [15]. Our proposed algorithm also requires lesser memory
during coefficient computation since we store only one type of coefficient. These independent
update algorithms have been derived analytically and their functional validity has been done by
Matlab implementation. The prototype model has also been developed by VHDL implementation
and synthesized using ISE software (Integrated Software Environment) for vertex 4 FPGA.
Chapter wise details are given below.

Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 deals with DCT and DST origin and applications. Different types of DCT and DST
are discussed [1-3]. The efficient and fast coefficient computation techniques are discussed for
Even DCT (EDCT) and Even DST (EDST) [4-9]. The different configuration of Update
algorithm are also given by others. Out of which we have concentrated on development of
‘Independent Update Algorithm’ for fast and efficient computation of ODCT-II and ODST-II
coefficient.
Chapter 2 deals with analytical derivation of Independent Updating Algorithm for ODCTII/ODST-II coefficient computation. By independent updating, we mean, that the computation of
ODCT-II or ODST-II coefficients of shifted data sequence does not require any ODST-II or
ODCT-II coefficients respectively. The proposed algorithm is tested by Matlab implementation
for different values of sample length N and r, where r is number of updated data points and (1≤ r
≤ N-1). The proposed algorithm has been analytically compared with existing ‘Simultaneous
Update Algorithm’ [15] in terms of multiplication and memory requirements. A paper based on
this work has been published and given in the list of publications [1]. In these set of algorithms,
rectangular window is implicit.
In Chapter 3 ‘Independent Updating Algorithms’ for ODCT-II/ODST-II coefficient
computation of one-point updated data in presence of split-triangular windowing function are
analytically derived. It means coefficients of windowed updated sequence are independently
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computed each time a new pixel enters into the system. A paper based on this work has been
published and given in the list of publications [2].
If we need more than one-point update, we would require using one–point update algorithm r
times. For such applications we propose r-point Independent Update Algorithm. In this algorithm
computation is initiated after r new pixels are available. A paper based on this work is submitted
to Journal of Information Processing Systems as mentioned in the list of publications [5].
Chapter 4 deals with HDL Implementation of ODCT-II coefficient computation using
distributed arithmetic (DA) approach. The coefficients computation involves sum-of-product
operation between input pixel data and pre-defined Cosine values for a given value of N (number
of input data points). Direct ODCT-II coefficient computation involves multiply-accumulate
operations. We have chosen DA approach since DA is an efficient method for computing inner
products when one of the input vectors is fixed and other is variable [16-19]. VHDL
implementation is done for ODCT-II coefficient computation for N = 8, using distributed
arithmetic (DA) approach. A paper based on this work has been published and given in the list of
publications [3].
Also Prototype model is designed using VHDL for Independent Update Algorithm based ODCTII coefficient computation as discussed in Chapter 2. We have considered the input data sample
size of N = 8. The prototype is developed for r = 1. It can be redesigned for other values of N and
r. Update algorithm requires ODCT-II coefficient for first two sampled data set during preprocessing. Hence ODCT-II module designed above has been used to compute coefficients
during pre-processing stage of update algorithm. This work has been published and given in the
list of publications [4].
In Chapter 5, simulation results are discussed. We have used Matlab version: R 2013. We have
given simulation results of Matlab programs for computing ODCT-II and ODST-II coefficients
directly from definition as well as by Independent Update Algorithm. Generalized program for
Independent Updating of coefficients is given where user provides[r: Number of new updated
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data points, and first input sequence of sampled data]. The program returns the ODCT-II/ODSTII coefficients of updated data sequence.
For split-triangular window data for one-point update, transform coefficients obtained using
update algorithm are compared with those obtained using conventional definition for ODCT-II
and ODST-II coefficient.
We have also given simulation results of the generalized program for computing ODCT-II
coefficients of split-triangular windowed data where user provides [r: Number of new updated
data points, n0: Tail length of split-triangular window and first input data sequence].
We have used ModelSim 5.8 for simulating VHDL models for ODCT-II coefficient computation
block, as proposed in Chapter 4. The simulation results are given for different data sets with brief
explanation.
Chapter 6 gives conclusion and future scope of this work.

Theoretical Background
The mathematical expressions for computing ODCT-II, C(k), and ODST-II coefficient, S(k) , for
input data sequence f(x) of length N , are given in Equation (1).

C (k ) =

S (k ) =

N −1

2
2N − 1

2

Pk ∑ Px +1 f ( x) cos
x =0

N −2

∑ f ( x) sin
2N −1
x =0

where,

Pk =

1
2

2x + 1
πk
2N − 1

(2 x + 1)kπ
2N −1

for k = 0 or N

Px +1 =

1, otherwise
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for k = 0,1,..., N − 1 .

for k = 1,..., N − 1,
1
for x = N − 1
2
1, otherwise

(1)

In order to achieve fast and efficient computation of ODCT-II and ODST-II coefficients, a class
of Simultaneous Update Algorithm is proposed in [15]. The expression for the same is give
below:

C + ( k ) = C ( k ) cos

⎡
2 kr π
2 kr π
+ PK S ( k ) sin
+ aPK ⎢(1 −
M
M
⎣

− f ( r − 1) cos

2 kr π
+
M

1
2 kr π
) f ( N − 1)( −1) k cos
2
M

⎤
1
( −1) k f ( N − 1 + r ) + A ⎥
2
⎦

⎡ 1
2 kr π
2 kr π
2 kr π
f ( N − 1 )( − 1 ) k sin
− C ( k ) sin
+ a⎢
M
M
M
⎣ 2
2 kr π
kπ
⎤
+ f ( r − 1 ) sin
− ( − 1 ) k f ( N − 1 ) sin
+ A⎥
M
M
⎦

S + ( k ) = S ( k ) cos

(2)
where,

r−2
⎡
⎛ 2( y − r + N ) + 1
⎞
⎛ 2( y − r ) + 1
⎞⎤
A = ∑ ⎢ f ( y + N ) cos ⎜
k π ⎟ − f ( y ) cos ⎜
kπ ⎟ ⎥
M
M
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠⎦
y =0 ⎣

a =
PK =

,

2
2N −1 ,
1
2

for
1,

k =0

or

N,

otherwise .

o C+(k) : ODCT-II coefficients of r-point updated input data sequence,
o S+(k) : ODST-II coefficients of r-point updated input data sequence,
o C(k) : ODCT-II coefficient of current data sequence,
o S(k) : ODST-II coefficient of current data sequence.
As shown in Equation (2), the computation of ODCT-II coefficients of the updated data
sequence requires both ODCT-II and ODST-II coefficients of current data sequence. Equation
(2) can be used to compute ODCT-II and ODST-II coefficients for r-points updated data at a
time, where 1 ≤ r ≤ N −1. It can be seen that the ‘Simultaneous Update Algorithm’ based
computation requires regular updating of ODCT-II as well as ODST-II coefficients. The above
coefficient computation technique has following two main drawbacks:
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(i)

Requires storing both ODCT-II & ODST-II coefficient,

(ii)

More computation to obtain the desired coefficients.

We have also proposed ‘Simultaneous Update Algorithm’ for computing ODCT-II/ODST-II
coefficient of updated input data sequence and the expression for the same is given below in
Equation (3).
C + (k ) = Ar C (k ) + Br Pk S (k )
⎛
1 ⎞
+ ( − 1) k aPk A r ⎜⎜ 1 −
⎟⎟ f ( n − 1)
2⎠
⎝
r −1

− aPk ∑ f ( n − N − 1 + r − x ) cos
x =0

( 2 x + 1) kπ
2N − 1

r −1

+ aPk ( − 1) k ∑ f ( n − 1 + r − x ) cos
x=0

2 xk π
2N − 1

⎛ 1
⎞
+ aP k ( − 1) k ⎜⎜
− 1 ⎟⎟ f ( n − 1 + r )
⎝ 2
⎠

for k = 0,1,..., N − 1 ,

S + ( k ) = Ar S ( k ) − B r C ( k )
r −1

+ a ∑ f ( n − N − 1 + r − x ) sin
x=0

r −1

( 2 x + 1) kπ
2N −1

− a ( −1) k ∑ f ( n − 1 + r − x ) sin
x=0

2 xkπ
2N −1

⎛ 1
⎞
+ a ( − 1) k ⎜
− 1 ⎟ B r f ( n − 1)
⎝ 2
⎠

for k = 1,..., N − 1 ,

(3)
where, Ar = cos
PK =

1
2

2
2πrk
, B r = sin 2π rk , a =
,
2N −1
2N −1
2N −1
for k = 0 or

N,

1, otherwise.
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The Interdependency in the coefficients’ computation during ‘Simultaneous Update Algorithm’
is eliminated by Independent Updating Algorithm for ODCT-II/ODST-II proposed by us. By
Independent updating, we mean ODCT-II coefficient of updated data sequence is computed
without using ODST-II coefficient of previous sampled data. Due to this reason, our proposed
algorithm is termed as ‘Independent Update Algorithm’. This algorithm is useful in applications
where we need only one of the coefficients i.e. either ODCT-II or ODST-II. This will
significantly reduce memory requirements as we do not need to store ODST-II coefficients while
computing updated ODCT-II coefficient and vice-versa. The expression derived for ODCT-II
coefficient computation of r-point updated input data sequence using Independent Update
Algorithm in the case of rectangular windowed data is given in Equation (4) below:

C (n + r , k ) = 2 Ar C (n, k ) − C (n − r , k )
⎞
⎛ 1
+ aPk ( − 1) k ⎜
− 1 ⎟[ f ( n − 1 − r ) − f ( n − 1) A r + f ( n − 1 + r ) ]
⎠
⎝ 2
r −1

+ aPk ∑ [ f ( n − N − 1 − x ) A r − f ( n − N − 1 + r − x ) ]cos
x=0

r −1

( 2 x + 1) k π
2N −1

+ aPk (−1) k ∑ [ f (n − 1 + r − x) − PN − x Ar f (n − 1 − x)]cos
x =0

2 xkπ
2N − 1

r −1
⎛ 2 xk π ⎞
− aP k B r ( − 1 ) k ∑ P N − x f ( n − 1 − x ) sin ⎜
⎟
x=0
⎝ 2N −1⎠
r −1
⎛ 2x +1
⎞
+ aPk B r ∑ f ( n − N − 1 − x ) sin ⎜
kπ ⎟
x =0
⎝ 2N −1 ⎠

for k = 0,1,..., N − 1
where,
Ar = cos
PK =

1
2

2rkπ
2rkπ a = 2
Br = sin
2N −1 ,
2N − 1
2N − 1
for k = 0 or N ,
1, otherwise.

•

C(n − r, k) are ODCT-II coefficient of the previous time step input sequence f(x-r),

•

C (n, k ) are ODCT-II coefficient in the current time step input sequence f(x),

•

C (n + r , k ) are ODCT-II coefficients of r-point updated input sequence f(x+r),
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(4)

•

Summation term f ( n − N − 1 − x ) represents previous data points shifted out,

•

Summation term f (n − N − 1 + r − x) represents recent data shifted out,

•

Summation term f (n − 1 + r − x) indicates recent data points shifted in,

•

Summation term f ( n − 1 − x ) shows previous data shifted in,

•

f ( n − 1 − r ) represents last data value of the input data sequence f(x-r).

It can be seen that ODCT-II coefficient of updated data sequence is computed by using precomputed ODCT-II coefficient value without any need of ODST-II Coefficients of previous data
sequence. Similarly, the derivation of Independent Update Algorithm for ODST-II coefficient
computation of r-point updated input data sequence is given in [20] and final result is given in
Equation (5) below:

S (n + r , k ) = 2 Ar S (n, k ) − S (n − r , k ) − a(−1) k Br f (n − 1)
r −1

+ a ∑ [ f (n − N − 1 + r − x) + f (n − N + x − r )] sin
x =0

− a ( − 1) k

r −1

2x + 1
kπ
2N −1

∑ [ f ( n − 1 + r − x ) + f ( n − 1 − r + x ) ]sin

x =1

2 xk π
2N −1

(5)

for k = 1,..., N − 1
Proposed Independent Update Algorithm based ODCT-II/ODST-II coefficient computation has
two advantages as compared to that of Simultaneous Update Algorithm:
(i)

Reduced computation time, and

(ii)

Reduced memory space to compute coefficient.

Independent Update Algorithm requires lesser hardware for multiplication operation as
compared to that required during Simultaneous Update Algorithm. Also, the quantum of
advantage increases as the value of N and r increases. Most real world problems these days
require computation of coefficients for large values of N. The advantage increases with the
increases in the value of r. For different values of r, the comparison of multiplication operations
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required for Simultaneous and Independent Update based ODCT-II computation is given in
Table.1.
Table 1: Comparison of required multiplication operations
r
1
2
3

Simultaneous update
algorithm
9N
13N
17N

Independent update
algorithm
5N
7N
9N

The computational complexity is shown for different values of N in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of multiplication operations for different value of N
r
1
2
3

Independent update
algorithm [20]

r
1
2
3

Simultaneous update
algorithm [20]

N (Number of Data points)
8
16
40
80
56
112
72
144
N (Number of Data points)
8
16
72
144
104
208
136
272

32
160
224
288
32
288
416
544

Memory is required in both the algorithms to store the following data during coefficient
computation:
(a) The coefficients of the recursive equations,
(b) Transform result,
(c) Input signal samples.
Table 3 below shows the memory requirement for both the update algorithms.
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Table 3: Comparison of memory requirement
Coefficient

Input Sequence

Transform domain

Total memory requirement

Data
r

Simultaneous
update

Independent
update

Simultaneous
update

Independent
update

Simultaneous
update

Independent
update

Simultaneous
update

Independent
update

1

6N

5N

N+1

N+2

2N

2N

9N + 1

8N + 2

2

10N

7N

N+2

N+4

2N

2N

13N + 2

10N + 4

3

14N

9N

N+3

N+6

2N

2N

17N + 3

12N + 6

Comparison of memory requirement for different values of N and r is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Comparison of memory requirement for different values of N
r
1
2
3

Independent update
algorithm [20]

r
1
2
3

Simultaneous update
algorithm [20]

N (Number of Data points)
16
130
164
198
N (Number of Data points)
8
16
73
145
106
210
139
275
8
66
84
102

32
258
324
390
32
289
418
547

It is seen that ‘Simultaneous Update Algorithm’ based computation requires more storage as
compared to that required in ‘Independent Update Algorithm’, since in ‘Simultaneous Update
Algorithm’ both ODCT-II as well as ODST-II coefficients are to be stored. Thus it can be
concluded that ‘Independent Update Algorithm’ is better in terms of storage requirement as
compared to ‘Simultaneous Update Algorithm’.
In the proposed Independent Update Algorithms, rectangular window is used for sampling the
input data sequence. The complexity of developed algorithms is O (N) which is the lowest level
of complexity. The validation of both of the above proposed algorithms is done by MATLAB
implementation.
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Discontinuities at the edges of a rectangular windowed data result in ringing effects [7, 8]. The
ringing effect is reduced if windowed signal is made smoother at the edges. Other commonly
used windowing functions are: Split-Triangular, Hanning, Hamming, and Blackman. We have
proposed an algorithm to compute ODCT-II/ODST-II coefficients of one-point updated input
sequence sampled using Split-Triangular window function. We have developed Independent
Update Algorithm for computing ODCT-II/ ODST-II coefficients of windowed data. The
proposed algorithm is capable of computing ODCT-II /ODST-II coefficient of one-point update
data sequence at a time. In the developed algorithms, ODCT-II coefficients of updated
windowed data are computed using ODCT-II of two previously sampled windowed data.
Analogous Independent Update Algorithm based ODST-II coefficient for Split-Triangular
windowed data is also proposed and tested by Matlab implementation.
The algorithm proposed above is for one-point Independent updating algorithm of splittriangular windowed data. We have also proposed split-triangular windowed update algorithm
for r-point data update. The proposed algorithm has been tested by Matlab implementation for
most commonly used values of N, r and window parameter (n0).
Prototype models are developed in VHDL for ODCT-II coefficient computation using direct
approach as well as Independent Update Algorithm based computation for N=8 and r=1 using
DA approach and successfully simulated in ModelSim 5.8.

Conclusion
The use of a recursive method is very appropriate for machine computation. The shift property of
DCT and DST transforms gives a set of recursive equations that can be used for updating DCT
and DST coefficients of a running data sequence as required in real time data processing. We
have analytically derived a novel and efficient recursive algorithm for computation of ODST-II
and ODCT-II coefficients for rectangular window. Since the use of rectangular window results in
ringing effect, we have also proposed r-point update algorithm for split triangular windowed
data. In the proposed algorithms, the computation of ODCT-II coefficients does not require
simultaneous computation of ODST-II coefficients. The algorithms proposed by us are an
improvement over existing update algorithms as these provide independence between ODCT-II
Synopsis-11

and ODST-II coefficient computation, thereby reducing computation and memory requirement.
Calculating the transform of the real time input data sequence using update algorithms is more
efficient than using conventional definition. The complexity of the analytically derived
independent update algorithms are of the order O(N).
Distributed Arithmetic (DA) based implementation is a technique to implement sum of product
without actually using multiplier. ODCT-II computation involved vector matrix multiplication of
inputs data with the fixed cosine values. The multiplier which multiplies input with the fixed
contents significantly occupies more space to store the temporary values and also increases
power consumption. As the scaling of silicon devices has progressed over the past decades,
semiconductor memory has become cheaper, faster and more efficient. Thus the multipliers are
replaced with memory based structures to reduce area. One of the memory based technique is
Distributed Arithmetic (DA). DA is cost-effective and also provides area-time efficient
computing structure. ODCT-II coefficient computation using DA approach is more suitable for
FPGA based implementation because it efficiently utilizes ROM available in FPGAs.

Future Scope
These update algorithms can be analytically derived for different windows like Hanning,
Hamming, etc.
Also DA based technique can be extended for LUT –less implementation which will result in
lesser hardware utilization.
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